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ABSTRACT

A gauge-invariant theory of a massive spin-| particle interacting with external electro-
magnetic and gravitational fields, obtained earlier by Kaluza-Klein reduction of a massless Rarita-
Schwinger theory, is quantized using Dirac's procedure. The field anticommutators are found to be
positive definite. The theory, which was earlier shown to be free from the classical Velo-Zwanziger
problem of noncausal propagation modes, is thus also free from the problem of negative-norm
states, a longstanding problem associated with massive spin-\ theories with external interaction.
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It is well-known that the formulation of interacting

higher-spin theories is faced with several severe problems [1].

In particular, the Rarita-Schwinger theory [2] for a massive

spin— particle leads to faster-than light propagation modes in

the presence of minimal external electromagnetic interaction —

the well-known Velo-Zwangiger problem [3]. Canonical quantisation

of the same theory results in inconsistent anticommutation

relations for the spin— fields, signalling negative-norm states,

as shown by Johnson and Sudarshan [4]. The simultaneous solution

of these two problems has been found indeed difficult, since

theories which evaded the Velo-Zwangiger problem were multi-spin

theories [5,6], and, moreover, invariably led to indefinite total

charge, requiring indefinite metric for quantization. For

example, theories which were made causal by the technique of

avoiding secondary constraints [6] invariably led to negative-norm

states, consistent with the theorem of Johnson and Sudarshan [4],

Hagen and Singh studied several forms of external interactions but

failed to find one which led to a consistent theory [7]. It must

of course be noted that they did not consider theories with

gravitational interaction or gauge invariance.

A partial success was achieved by Madore [8], who introduced

external gravitational interaction in addition to electromagnetic

interaction. Classical wave propagation was shown to be causal in

such a theory in a linear approximation, provided the roans and

charge of the spin-- particle were related through the

gravitational constant. However, with the new input of fermionic



gauge invariance, viz., local supersymmetry, supergravity theory

[9], together with its spontaneously broken form [10], and the

form including internal gauge symmetry [11], has been shown to be

free from the Velo-Zwanziger as well as the Johnson-Sudarshan

problems.

The theory considered in the present work, earlier found to

be free from the Velo-Zwanziger problem [12], is shown here to be

free from the Johnson-Sudarshan problem as well. It doe. make use

of the idea of fermionic gauge invariance. However, it contains

gravitational and electromagnetic fields only as external fields,

but subject to certain constraints. Thus the full machinery of

supergravity is avoided. In this way, the requirement of gauge

invariance is separated from that of full local supersymmetry.

The theory in question is a massive spin— theory with

external non-minimal electromagnetic and gravitational

interaction, with the external fields constrained in a way so as

to make the theory invariant under certain fermionic gauge

transformations. This Stueckelberg-type theory, which requires a

spinor field in addition to a vector-spinor for gauge invariance,

was actually obtained by Kaluza-Klein reduction of a

five-dimensional gauge-invariant masslesa apin-| theory with only

minimal external gravitational interaction [12], and was shown to

be free from the problem of noncausal propagation modes [12].

Here it is shown that this theory is also free- from the

Johnson-Sudarshan problem of negative-norm states. This has been

ahown by constructing the equal-time anticommutators of the fields

for the interacting theory, and is not a perturbative result as in

the case of [11].

Apart from its inherent importance, this result is important

also because it supports two conjectures made recently, viz., that

dimensional reduction may be successfully used to obtain massive

higher-spin theories consistent with certain symmetries [13], and

that gauge invariance can indeed play a useful r&le in

ameliorating some of the longstanding problems of interacting

massive higher-spin theories [12,14]. This is especially

significant in view of the revived interest in the search for

consistent interacting higher-spin theories [15] and in the

context of string theory, where one naturally encounters

higher-spin states.

The Lagrangian for the theory, as obtained by Kaluza-Klein

reduction from five dimensions in ref. 12, is given by

where v is a vector-spinor field, * is a "Stueckelberg" spinor

needed for gauge invariance, and

(2)

where D is the combined gravitational and electromagnetic

covariant derivative,

v +r x v\+iqA

Further, in (1),

= D (4)

(5)



e is the determinant of the vlerbein e and x is the gravitational

coupling. In (2)-(-5), « is the spin connection, r is the

Riemannian connection, q is the electric charge of the spin—

particle, related to its mass m by q=xm. The notation U3ed is

that Greek indices represent world indices and early Latin indices

represent local frame indices. (We shall later restrict the use

of the Latin indices i,j,k,l to represent spatial world indices).

y is the totally antisymmetrized product of the Dirac

matrices r^yV . . . , with unit weight. The signature of the metric

is (+,-,-,-).

The Lagrangian (1) is invariant, not only under general

coordinate, local Lorentz and electromagnetic gauge

transformations, but also under local fermionic gauge

transformations

vy/x) —• v^U) + *>^e(x), (6a)

*(x) —• #(x) + AJB(X), (6b)

where e(x) is an arbitrary spinor parameter, provided the external

fields satisfy the constraints [12]

V
= o,
= o,

(7b)

(7c)

where R is the Ricci tensor.

The canonical quantization of this theory using Dirac's

procedure [16], with Casalbuoni's modification [17] to take into

account the anticommuting nature of spinor variables, follows

along the same lines as the quantization of the corresponding free

theory [18]. The obvious differences arise due to tVna

interactions terms, as well as due to the explicit time dependence

of certain constraints occurring because the external fields are

time dependent. However, the constraint structure is much the

same. We shall therefore list the essential steps here without

details.

As a first step we determine the canonical momenta n^,rcM,n

and rc, respectively conjugate to v , v ,4> and

^ -- 0,

n .I 0.

These lead to the primary constraints

(Sa)

(8b)

(8c)

(3d)

In (10).

(9a)

fp = nM=0, (9b)

f = n -ievxr
K°-0 . O c ]

f = n=0. (9d)

The Hamiltonlan density following from the above equations is

)*

(10)

(11)
* fjtib U

has been used. In (10) and henceforth, the indices i,j,k,l will

be used to denote spatial world indices 1,2,3.

Because of the constraints, the full Hamiltonian density is
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given by

X' = X -f •/* + v^fp - fv + vf, (12)

where v ,v ,v and v are undetermined Lagrange multiplier spinors.

Equating the time dependence of the constraints (9) to zero

gives a secondary constraint

g = -i/oiiIMyi£v/
1WOi<V,_=0, (13a)

together with its conjugate
g = 0, (13b)

and the equations

i(^ L Jv j^
O lv)--i[-, D l\ V ) +r o% M-i^F M o V j)V

J^

- C^^o+i^F^J-0' )4>+®Si4>-r"IJ^tl ]. (14 )

1>-0\ = i [ V 1 C W ^ ^ - ^ F ^ ) -i^^VM+^^Fx^l. (15 )

together with their conjugates. These equations serve to

determine v., v ,v and v, but leave v ,v undetermined.

That time independence of g=0 and g=0 does not give any new

constraints or relations is not easy to see. But an elaborate

exercise in algebra with the use of the relations (7a-c) gives

* og + {g,H' } + <^g - r o ^ g - i « F o ^ g = 0, (16)

together with its conjugate, where dQg refers to the derivative of

g with respect to its explicit time dependence. Equating to zero

the total time derivative of g,

dog = 9Qg + {g,H' }, (17)

therefore, does not give anything new. In fact, there are no

tertiary constraints (or no "secondary" constraints in the

language of the Lagrangian formulation).

Examining the Poisson bracket structure of the constraints

obtained above, reveals that f°,f° and the combinations

h = g + Ae~'f + Z> e *fL (18a)

and

h = g + e *fA - e 1f£~ (18b)

are first-class constraints and the remaining ones are second

class ones. The Poisson brackets between pairs of first-class

constraints are zero, and the non-aero Poisson brackets of the

second-class constraints are

{fL(x,t),f\y,t)} = ieroiV3>(x-y), (19a)

{fu(J. t),f(y,t)} = ie?-oV3'(x-y>, (19b)

{f{x, t),F(y,t)} = iej-°v<5'J'(x-y). (i9c)

Dirac indices have been suppressed in the above equations.

In order to pass on to the quantum theory, we first need to

fix a gauge corresponding to each first-class constraint, and then

construct Dirac brackets corresponding to the augmented set of

second-class constraints ^, viz., the original set of second-class

constraints together with the first-class constraints and the

gauge conditions.

The gauge chosen here is V'o=0=vo, i(i-0-if>, as in ref. 18.

Constructing the matrix C of Poisson brackets, CLJ(x,y) = {*l(x),

l'(y)} evaluated at equal times, it can be checked that C is

non-singular, and the inverse can be constructed without much

difficulty. The details will be skipped here, but mention need?

to be made of the fact that invertibility of C depends crucially

on the nvertibility of the matrix A = im -;*F ,t^u. It war.

precisely the invertibility of this matrix which in the



classical lagrangian approach of ref. 12 enabled fixing a gauge

<j>=0 as well as played a crucial rflle in showing the absence of

noncausal propagation modes.

Defining, as usual, the Dirac brackets between two fields

X(x) and Y(y) by (equal times being understood)

}*{X()Y()}E JcfzdV{X(x),Y(y)}*={X(x),Y(y)}-E JcfzdV {X(x) ,x~ (E)}

we can obtain the Dirac bracket between vt and w to be

(20)

-i»tA-V° -Vj-i^A-V -V^.]6
<a)cx'y), (21)

where Dirac indices have again been suppressed, and all quantities

on the right-hand side occurring before the delta function are

evaluated at the coordinate x. r ' -Y /S. is the inverse of the

Dirac matrix y .

The anticommutators in the quantum theory are obtained by

multiplying the Dirac brackets by i :

*,,(?,t)}AC
(22)

All other required anticommutators may be obtained from (22), and

the obvious fact that anticommutators of VL with vv and of wt with

<p are zero.

To check that (22) does not conflict with the positivity of

the norm of states, we use (22) to evaluate the positive definite

quantity

A = { Jdax^(x)vp{x), J<fyvvly)*
v iy) >AC . (23)

evaluated at equal times, where np is an arbitrary vector-spinor.

Since ¥*o=0=vo, we need only sandwich (22) between T)1(X) and T)j(y)

and integrate over x and y to evaluate A. However, it simplifies

matters considerably if, following ref.4 we split up TJ1 into a

part CL which gives zero when contracted with Y , and the

remaining part:

i- - L l i . O O - 1 i ^ i «

f)r - C tj?" f f.^p, Ĵ C =0. (24)

This is in analogy with the separation of the contributions of the

spin-half and spin-three-halves parts of v. in the case of flat

space-time [4].

The contribution to A of the f. part is

v jd9x *liC{-g,y -v 4. levy* -v1*^]

= fd x e *[*Cl Y-Y° C-+-C1 5. 4 1 y-^0 ~*A~1.Z>.CJ] • (25)

With a space-time metric of signature (+,-,-,-), to show that

A± is non-negative, one needs to show that the Hermitian matrix
Y-Y * is positive-definite. It can be shown that for g° >0 and

the vierbein component eo>0, Y-Y has positive-definite

eigenvalues. Hence for reasonable metrics and vierbein components

[19], A^O.

One can of course envisage a situation where e° or g°°

becomes zero or .negative at some points. However, this an

independent problem which would also exist for the interpretation

of a spin— Dirac theory in such a background, and is not specific

to our discussion of the formulation of a spin-- theory.

The remaining contribution to A is, with the notation rrn-x,

A2=Jd xe X [(j
o o -l .* + .-*+ o o -1.-1,2; jo o -l
Y +A) A Y-Y A {-&}r Y +A)
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o o -i.-Y-r Ix,

which can be rewritten as

where

We can further show, with some algebra, that

where
i - jo a -1

(26)

V ] . 127)

(28)

(29)

(30:

It follows that both the terms in A^ of eq.(27) are positive,

and further that the first term is larger than the second one. Az

is therefore non-negative, irrespective of the value of the

electromagnetic field strength (satisfying eqa.(7)).

This completes the proof that A£0 , implying the consistency

of the ariticommutators (22).

We conclude with a -ew remarks.

A gauge-Invariant theory describing a massive spin-- particle

interacting with an external electromagnetic and gravitational

fields has been shown here to possess consistent equal-time field

anticoramutators. This theory was earlier shown to have causal

classical wave propagation.

The way the present theory circumvents the problems of the

minimally coupled theory is interesting. The main problem in the

latter theory is the presence of a matrix m -jqcn, in the

11

notation of [4], which becomes negative for -|H]>mz. It so

happens that the rc>le of this matrix is played by A y-y A,

which is non-negative regardless of the field strength.

The result has been arrived at in a specific gauge which

yields relatively simple anticommutators. However, since the

theory is gauge invariant, there would exist several equivalent

ways of formulating the same theory. In fact, one could start

with a (covariant) theory obtained by putting ^=0 in our

Lagrangian. Such a theory is obviously not gauge invariant.

Nevertheless, it would be expected to be consistent, because the

constraints h and h would be generated as tertiary constraints,

though they would no longer be first class. It is indeed the

underlying gauge invariance which fixes the non-minimal terms

needed for consistency in such a case. These terms would have

been difficult to guess c±> initio.

The present gauge invariant formulation is not possible in

the presence of electromagnetic interaction alone, for, the

constraints (7) in the absence of gravitational fields would

reduce to F =0. Thus gravitational interaction is necessary if

electromagnetic interaction is present.

Gauge invariance in this theory has been enforced by

constraints on the external fields and a fixed charge to mass

ratio. It is possible that some of these constraints may be

weakened by the addition of extra external fields or by

modification of the Lagrangian. This would make the theory more

interesting.



Since the Hamiltonian formulation is not covariant, the Lorentz
invariance of the theory is not manifest, and has to be verified.

The counting of the number of degrees of freedom can be done as
in ref.18, and yields the correct number of degrees of freedom for a
massive spin—3/2 particle.

It is hoped that the basic principle of gauge—invariance will
prove useful in formulating theories of other higher spins, either in
the context of string theory, or, perhaps, independently.
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